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Abstract The terrestrial biosphere strongly modulates atmospheric CO2 mixing ratios, whose
inexorable rise propels anthropogenic climate change. Modeling and mechanistically understanding
C uptake by the terrestrial biosphere are thus of broad societal concerns. Yet despite considerable
progress, scaling up point observations to landscape and larger scales continues to frustrate analyses of the
anthropogenically perturbed global C cycle. While that up-scaling is our overarching motivation, here
we focus on one of its elements, modeling C uptake at a given site. We devise a novel artificial neural
network (ANN)-based model of C uptake at Harvard Forest that combines locally observed and remotely
sensed variables. Most of our model predictors are those used by an established ecosystem C uptake
model, the Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model (VPRM), easing comparisons. To those,
we add observed cumulative antecedent precipitation and soil temperature. We find that model errors
are much larger in winter, indicating that better understanding and modeling of respiration will likely
discernibly improve model performance. Comparing the ANN and VPRM results reveals errors attributed
to unrealistic treatment of temperature in the VPRM formulation, indicating that better representation of
temperature dependencies is also likely to enhance model skill. By judiciously comparing VPRM and ANN
errors we thus overcome ANNs' notoriety for concealing the mechanisms underlying their predictive skills.
We demonstrate their ability to identify outstanding ecosystem science knowledge gaps and particularly
fruitful corresponding model development directions, improving site specific and up-scaling flux modeling
and understanding of the climate impacts of the northern forest.

Plain Language Summary Anthropogenic climate change due to atmospheric carbon dioxide
(CO2) buildup reflecting imbalances between emissions and uptake is a key challenge. Unfortunately,
understanding photosynthetic C uptake by land biomes, our focus, is incomplete. The central source
of insights into this uptake is a network of exchange measuring towers. However, this sparse network
undersamples the ecosystems they strive to represent. Better understanding land C uptake thus depends
on vegetation models that can upscale local C uptake to regional and global scales. To this end, we develop
an artificial neural network (ANN) model of C uptake in a northern mixed forest measurement site in
Massachusetts which reduces errors by the equivalent of the emissions of 5.5 million Americans. This
ANN can be readily applied to any observed terrestrial C uptake record at a particular biome, or to all
simultaneously. Coupling it to a geographically explicit model for filling spacetime gaps thus achieves the
quest for a spatiotemporally complete land C uptake modeling. Our results can also guide future model
development by identifying error sources. For example, we identify the representation of respiration and
temperature dependence as promising avenues for future research, demonstrating the unique role of ANNs
in improving land C uptake modeling.

1. Introduction
Roughly fourfold larger than the atmospheric carbon (C) pool (Schlesinger & Bernhardt, 2013), the global
terrestrial biosphere pool strongly influences atmospheric CO2 concentration (Lovenduski & Bonan, 2017).
In recent decades, its net uptake of atmospheric carbon—net ecosystem exchange or NEE, whose long-term
integral is the total (live + dead, above+below ground) biomass production in the limit of no dissolved C
leaching (Kirschbaum et al., 2001; Wehr et al., 2016)—has offset a quarter to a third of global anthropogenic
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emissions (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2017; Hilton et al., 2013; Keenan et al., 2016). NEE is thus a cen-
tral element of the anthropogenically perturbed C cycle (Hilton et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2016) that requires
robust observations and skillful modeling for improved understanding and projections of future atmospheric
CO2 levels and their climate consequences (Bloom et al., 2016; Schimel et al., 2015), arguably the central
geophysical forecast of our time (Harper & Snowden, 2017).

Developing such understanding and forecasting capabilities poses several challenges. First, NEE is the
generally small imbalance between Gross Primary Production (GPP, photosynthetic plant uptake) and res-
piration R, each at least tenfold larger than their residual. NEE observations thus contain considerable noise
(Oren et al., 2006), and may not necessarily improve understanding of GPP and R individually or of their
responses to environmental stimuli. A key example we analyze later involves temperature dependence.
Except during extreme temperatures of either sign, upward C flux increases with rising temperature due to
faster respiration. Yet high temperatures tend to roughly coincide with local noon, when photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) too often peaks, yielding a strong positive temperature-PAR covariance (we show this
quantitatively and discuss it in later sections). With both of these large, approximately mutually canceling
fluxes rising with temperature, their individual effects are masked in the time series of their smaller, nois-
ier sum. Nonetheless, sufficiently large data sets, as the one we use here, sample enough exceptions to the
above covariability—for example, hot, cloudy days—to unmask individual effects.

The second challenge stems from the fact that because CO2 is mostly well mixed in the global atmosphere,
the relevant variations in atmospheric CO2 are driven by ∫∫A′NEE(x, 𝑦, t) dA, NEE integrated over a regional
to larger scale area A′ (where x, y, and t denote longitude, latitude, and time, and A is general area, of which
A′ is a specific case of interest). Yet NEE varies widely in space (Bloom et al., 2016; Oren et al., 2006; Xia
et al., 2015), and our main NEE observational tool—the spatially heterogeneous ground-based array of eddy
covariance CO2 flux measurements, most recently known as FLUXNET (Baldocchi et al., 2001; Buchmann &
Schulze, 2003; Chu et al., 2017; Jagermeyr et al., 2013; Pastorello et al., 2017)—undersamples this variability
in both space and time (Law et al., 2001). With their integrand imperfectly known locally and undersampled
spatially, observational estimates of such integrals are therefore still uncertain.

These challenges highlight the need for a flexible and general NEE modeling framework that uses surface
flux observations to capture C flux dependence on local environmental variables, and utilizes such spa-
tially resolved information as satellite remote sensing to characterize patterns of spatiotemporal variability.
Key to such a system are numerical tractability (in contrast with computationally demanding mechanistic
ecosystem models) and predictive skills that match or exceed those of existing widely used models. Follow-
ing and updating Papale and Valentini (2003) and methodologically expanding Moffat et al. (2010), Keenan
et al. (2012), and Albert et al. (2017), here we set out to develop a flexible Artificial Neural Network (ANN,
Anderson, 1972; Hassoun, 1995)-based time series modeling framework (Khashei & Bijari, 2010). While
our overall objective is to use the developed methodology to improve estimates of the requisite regional to
continental scale NEE(x, y, t) integrand and forecasts of its future trajectory, in this paper we lay the method-
ological foundation by applying ANNs (Cromp & Crook, 1991; Jain & Kumar, 2007; Malmgren & Nordlund,
1997; van der Baan & Jutten, 2000) to a single (scalar) NEE time series measured by the eddy covariance
CO2 flux tower at Harvard Forest (HF, Goulden et al., 1996a, 1996b; Munger & Wofsy, 2017; Urbanski et al.,
2007; Wofsy et al., 1993), in central Massachusetts. Beyond the specifics of this site, the devised ANN allows
us to pose and answer the following questions. Can a well-configured ANN improve predictive skills beyond
what is typical of current simple models? Can the lack of mechanistic underpinning characteristic of ANNs
be overcome, illuminating prediction error sources and guiding future model development efforts?

Because predictive skill is key to the work presented here, we devote considerable effort to quantitative skill
evaluation against a comparative benchmark. As this benchmark, here we use the Vegetation Photosynthe-
sis and Respiration Model (VPRM, Mahadevan et al., 2008), which employs empirically derived functional
dependencies to calculate NEE (Luus et al., 2017) from locally observed air temperature T and PAR, and
remotely sensed solar reflectivity at four narrow bands: red (620–670 nm), blue (459–479 nm), near infrared
(NIR, 841–876 nm), and shortwave infrared (SWIR, 1628–1652 nm). The choice is based on the considerable
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similarity, in use and spirit, between the VPRM and ANNs. Both model types can be used to analyze a single
location scalar NEE time series and forecast later values there (although the VPRM was not devised for this
purpose); both can combine the same locally measured and remotely sensed environmental data as predic-
tors, and both models are empirical, with their parameters subject to optimization by error minimization.
These similarities make the VPRM a natural choice for the head-to-head skill comparison essential to the
current paper. We favor the VPRM over its simpler Model-0 predecessor (Urbanski et al., 2007)—which also
enjoys the above appealing attributes—because of the VPRM's richer, process-based analytic formulation,
in which several multiplicative terms strive to treat each of the main rate limiting productivity constraints
in analytic isolation.

Despite the above attractive attributes, the VPRM is not without limitations for our purposes. Most impor-
tantly, reproducing or forecasting individual station NEE observations is not the key impetus for the
development of the VPRM. Rather, it was conceived as a tool for generating prior state estimates required by
an inverse analysis-based data assimilation framework that describes the spatiotemporal C flux patterns by
utilizing all available data while still simple enough to optimize against atmospheric CO2 observations (e.g.,
Dayalu et al., 2017; Matross et al., 2006). As such, the VPRM emphasizes accurate representation of mean
values over coarse spatiotemporal scales, not perfectly representing hourly exchanges at a single location.

The above attributes and caveats jointly shape the role the VPRM plays in this paper. First, it is a yardstick
that provides a context for the predictive skills of the new ANN-based methodology, not the reigning, hereby
dethroned standard bearer. Second, the VPRM serves as an analytic tool with which to probe the system by
analyzing NEE sensitivities to various environmental variables and comparing them to those of the novel
ANN (a brief description of ANNs in general and the specific one we use here, as well as of the predictor
input variables is given below in section 2.2) . Occasionally, we also identify situations in which the VPRM
falls short in its representation of various physical processes, in the hope that these will guide future efforts
to develop and modify the original VPRM into a tool for site specific forecasting and mechanistic analysis
of observed NEE or GPP records.

Despite single site forecasting not being the main impetus behind its development, the VPRM reproduces
extremely well-observed NEE in such calibration sites as the HF and an irrigated corn field near Mead,
Nebraska (Mahadevan et al., 2008). Consistent with its deliberate simplicity, the VPRM also performs dis-
tinctly less well in other sites. For example, the representation of the upward C flux due to respiration is

R = 𝛼 max(T,Tlow) + 𝛽, (1)

where T is the above canopy air temperature and 𝛼, 𝛽, and Tlow are locally tunable constants, with Tlow ≈1–5
◦C a temperature floor that accounts for the observation that soils remain warm enough to permit aqueous
biochemical reactions even when Tair ≪0 ◦C. While such representation is a reasonable choice for nor-
mally encountered temperatures, it probably needs further refinements to adequately handle more extreme
temperatures of either sign.

The VPRM is also limited by its fixed functional form, which is likely too restrictive to robustly represent
the widely variable limiting factors (Wieder et al., 2015) and dependencies on environmental conditions
characteristic of the ≈150◦ meridional span of the photosynthetically active terrestrial biosphere. For exam-
ple, Mahadevan et al. (2008) indicate that the presence of significant inorganic carbon pools—such as those
present in shrubland ecosystems—are outside the scope of a model like the VPRM. From a model develop-
ment perspective, such wide structural variability requires different sets of truncated governing equations,
each with unique and limited spatiotemporal applicability, and is unlikely to be successfully condensed into
VPRM's single analytic formula.

2. Methods
2.1. VPRM
The VPRM (Mahadevan et al., 2008) is a widely employed model of biome generic canopy-boundary layer
CO2 exchanges, introduced earlier. It maps a small set of readily available remotely sensed and locally
instrumentally obtained environmental measurements (Mahadevan et al., 2008) onto estimates of GPP and
respiration carbon fluxes, and of their net balance, NEE (Kirschbaum et al., 2001). The VPRM equation is
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NEE↑ = −GPP↓ + R↑

= −λ TscalePscaleWscale EVI PAR𝑓 + R↑

= −λ Tscale
(1 + LSWI)2

2(1 + LSWImax)
EVI PAR

1 + PAR∕PAR0
+ 𝛼 max(T,Tlow) + 𝛽.

(2)

In equation (2), vertical arrows indicate the direction defined as positive, with actual fluxes in general
assuming either sign (such that NEE> 0 indicates CO2 loss to the boundary layer via upward net flux, and
NEE< 0 corresponds to downward flux into or net C uptake by the terrestrial biosphere. The Pscale and Wscale
terms account for leaf presence and state on photosynthesis and water availability, respectively, with for-
mulations given in equations (7) and (8) of Mahadevan et al. (2008). For convenience, we introduce here
PAR𝑓

def
= PAR∕(1 + PAR∕PAR0) (which Mahadevan et al., 2008, do not explicitly define) and

Tscale
def
=

[max(T,Tmin) − Tmin](T − Tmax)
(T − Tmin)(T − Tmax) − (T − Topt)2 , (3)

where, following Mahadevan et al. (2008), we set Tmin = 0 ◦C and Tmax = 40 ◦C. Equation (3) differs in
appearance from the original (their equation (6)), because it incorporates (through the numerator's first
term) additional constraints that are presented in that paper in text following the equation. The parameters
in equations (2) and (3),

{
λ,Topt,PAR0, 𝛼, 𝛽,Tlow

}
, are optimized for a specific observation site (Mahadevan

et al., 2008) as described for the current paper below.

The VPRM inputs are as follows. Above canopy temperature T is instrumentally measured at HF. The LSWI
(land surface water index, Xiao et al., 2004) is a function of rNIR and rSWIR, solar reflectivities at 841–876
and 1,628–1,652 nm, from the nearest pixel to HF in the L3 8-day, 500 m MODIS data set (Vermote, 2015),
and LSWImax is the growing season maximum LSWI. From the same source, we also use the enhanced veg-
etation index, EVI (Verhegghen et al., 2014), a function of rNIR, rBLUE, and rRED, where the latter two are
solar reflectivities at 459–497 and 620–670 nm, respectively. Finally, PAR is photosynthetically active radia-
tion (0.4–0.7 𝜇m), radiometrically measured at the HF tower and reported hourly. We handle the mismatch
between the hourly temporal resolution of the flux tower data and the 8-day resolution of the remotely
sensed reflectivities by assuming smooth linear temporal phenological evolution between any two succes-
sive remotely sensed data points. While we initially experimented with using spatial aggregates of the 4 and
6 nearest pixels, we found the differences between results obtained with these aggregated time series and
those based on the single nearest pixel to be inconsequential. The results reported here are thus based on the
least conjectural input, time series of solar reflectivities from the single pixel whose center is nearest to HF.

2.2. Predictors and ANNs
To demonstrate the methodology, evaluate its performance, and compare it to that of the VPRM, we develop a
forecasting scheme for the HF scalar NEE time series. In this time series, turbulence-scale measurements are
temporally condensed into an hourly time series, available nearly continuously (excluding invalid observed
data and measurements taken during calm, low u∗—or frictional velocity—conditions) over March 2000
to December 2015 (the period over which both the tower data and MODIS observations are available) and
sampling reasonably uniformly the diurnal and seasonal cycles (Munger & Wofsy, 2017; Urbanski et al.,
2007).

We apply to the HF NEE record 255 ANNs with number of predictors Np ranging over one to eight out of
the set of eight possible predictors described shortly. This Np ≤ 8 yields the above 255, which is the sum of
the eight binomial coefficients “8-choose-Np” with Np = [1, 8]. We thus explore all eight 1-predictor ANNs,
the single possible 8-predictor ANN, and all possible combinations of ANNs with Np = [2, 7] predictors in
between. Considered ANNs with fewer predictors than the VPRM's six are denoted tANN, for “truncated.”
When they depend on all six VPRM predictors, we denote them fANN, for “full.” Finally, when considered
ANNs contain novel predictors not included in the VPRM formalism, they are denoted aANN, for “aug-
mented.” While an introduction to ANNs is outside of the current scope, the following brief overview is
specifically pertinent to the current problem.

Because our focus is forecasting skills (i.e., the extrapolation problem, not the representation problem of an
observed signal; Cybenko, 1989), there is no recipe or a theorem governing the optimality of an ANN-based
forecasting model. Any combination of number of hidden layers and node numbers in each is thus poten-
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tially interesting but must undergo careful, unbiased cross validation. We thus performed an extensive
systematic search in which we rigorously cross validated all ANNs with up to four hidden layers and up to
eight nodes apiece. Culminating this process is our choice, ANN(6,5,4), described below. It exhibits the high-
est systematically reproducible cross-validated forecasting skill, although this skill changes only minimally
under small network architecture changes.

An ANN(6,5,4) has three hidden layers with six, five, and four nodes (or neurons), respectively. At each time
point, weighted sums (possibly with an added constant called “bias”) of the scalar predictors constitute the
input into each of the six nodes of the first hidden layer. The mapping of input into output at each node is
calculated by a nonlinear tansig (hyperbolic tangent) activation function (Vogl et al., 1988). Weighted sums
of the outputs of these six nodes then feed into each of the five nodes of the intermediate hidden layer, and
similarly for the final hidden layer. Using a linear activation function for the output layer, the final output is
a weighted sum of the outputs of the four nodes of the final hidden layer. The weights and biases for all nodes
are calculated in a training (optimization) step, by requiring the network output to be as close as possible
(in a least squares sense) to the observed NEE over all training data, using the Matlab (versions 2017b and
2018b) deep learning toolbox (version 12.0) implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation
algorithm (Marquardt, 1963). Starting from randomly assigned initial weights and biases, we train the ANN
on a randomly chosen half of the available time points of the chosen predictors, about 22,450-hourly obser-
vations, and cross validate the ANN's NEE predictive skill over the remaining ≈22,450 observations. The
choice of basing skill or model goodness quantification only on cross-validated results, as well as the exclu-
sive reliance on hundreds of redundant models in the Monte Carlo (MC) formalism described below, reflects
our deliberate, judicious efforts to avoid spurious skill due to overfitting. We revisit this point in section 3.

The set of predictor time series we consider starts with the raw inputs into the VPRM. For example, while
one of the inputs into the VPRM is LSWI, we use rNIR and rSWIR (of which LSWI is a function) directly
rather than the derived index itself, and allow the ANN to determine the functional dependence of NEE
on these raw inputs. Our initial set of potential predictor inputs thus include flux tower PAR and T, and
remotely sensed rBLUE, rNIR, rRED, and rSWIR observations with no flagged quality issues. The predictors
are arranged in a matrix form, with each column representing all predictors at a given time, and each row
holding the full time series of a given predictor. It is at least hypothetically possible that some VPRM inputs,
while plausibly mechanistically related to NEE and thus expected to offer at least some NEE predictive skill,
in fact do not. This possibility is made all the more actionable by the modularity of the ANN formulation,
in which adding or removing a model predictor is as simple as adding or removing a predictor matrix row, a
level of flexibility the VPRM does not offer because of its fixed functional form. Exploiting this flexibility, we
thus test the above six potential predictors for individual utility for NEE prediction, with outcomes reported
in section 3.

For aANN, we explore two additional daily resolution predictors that cannot be straightforwardly used in
VPRM. The first is soil temperature (Melillo et al., 2011, 2017), which is far more directly pertinent to
soil microbiology than is above canopy air temperature, potentially improving the treatment of respiration.
Below ground temperature data are available (Melillo et al., 2017) for the nearby Prospect Hill site at HF,
which is within the footprint of the flux tower and has been measured consistently for the period of interest.
Our Tsoil predictor is the mean value of the six Prospect Hill control plots.

The second novel predictor we test is cumulative antecedent precipitation, pca, defined for a specified
accumulation time 𝜏 by an integral over the precipitation p(t),

pca(t; 𝜏)
def
= ∫

t

t−𝜏
p(t′) dt′. (4)

We first construct a representative precipitation time series for the HF area by augmenting daily measure-
ments taken at the Prospect Hill meteorological station, 1.6 km from the flux tower (Boose, 2018)—a direct
measure of water delivered to the forest in the immediate vicinity of the flux tower—with the nearby NCDC
(Natioinal Center for Environmental Information, NOAA, 2018) site at Orange Municipal Airport, MA,
where valid data sometimes exist when the HF data are unavailable. This combination is guided and justi-
fied by the airport record being essentially a redundant realization of the Prospect Hill record, with a 0.91
temporal correlation between the two records over 6,154 overlapping daily precipitation values. Filling data
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Table 1
The Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model Parameters

Our estimates
Mahadevan Monte Carlo,

et al. 100 means of N = 3 × 103 over all
(2008) Standard Ratio, 44,879 Parameter

Parameter Estimate mean deviation % observations units
𝜆 0.127 0.221 0.003 1.2 0.221 mol CO2 (mol PAR)−1

Topt 20 23.3 0.14 0.6 23.3 ◦C

PAR0 570 536.9 8.0 1.5 536.8 𝜇mol·m−2·s−1

𝛼 0.271 0.267 0.007 2.6 0.267 𝜇mol CO2·m−2·(s K)−1

𝛽 0.25 0.54 0.09 16.8 0.54 𝜇mol CO2·m−2·s−1

Tlow 5 4.63 0.27 5.7 4.63 ◦C

Note. The values given by Mahadevan et al. (2008) are reproduced in column 2 (from the left), and the ones estimated
here are reported in columns 3–6. Mean and variability of our estimates (columns 3 and 4, with their ratios given in
column 5) are calculated over 100 nonlinear least squares fits of the Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model
equation (equation 11 of Mahadevan et al., 2008) to 100 subsets of the full data, each comprising 3,000 randomly chosen
hourly data points. Column 6 shows the values that result from a single nonlinear least squares fit of the Vegetation
Photosynthesis and Respiration Model equation to the full data set. Following Mahadevan et al. (2008), we set Tmin =
0 ◦C and Tmax = 40 ◦C throughout.

missing from the Prospect Hill record with data from the airport record results in the p(t) time series we use,
spanning 1 January 1991 to 10 February 2018 with over 70% of the daily data present.

We construct 121 pca candidate time series by exploring 𝜏 = [0, 120] days, and evaluate the temporal cor-
relation of each with the time series of NEE at HF. These correlations start near −0.04 at 𝜏 = 0 days and
steadily and smoothly become more negative until reaching −0.16 at 𝜏 = 63 days. Beyond that point (toward
longer 𝜏) the correlation magnitude steadily declines as it rises back toward zero. Based on this behavior,
our second novel predictor is pca gotten by setting 𝜏 = 63 days.

2.3. Setting the Prediction Standard: Quantifying the VPRM Skill
As formulated by Mahadevan et al. (2008), the VPRM has two specified parameters—Tmin = 0 ◦C and Tmax
= 40 ◦C—and six additional parameters,

{
λ,Topt,PAR0, 𝛼, 𝛽,Tlow

}
, which we calculate by a nonlinear least

squares fit of the VPRM equation (equation 11 of Mahadevan et al., 2008) to the HF NEE time series using
the direct search Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (Lagarias et al., 1998).

Table 1 shows the results of deriving these parameters in two ways. First, to reduce sensitivity to potential
parameter determinacy issues, we derive 100 sets, each based on nonlinear least squares fit of the VPRM
equation (Mahadevan et al., 2008) to a subset of the full NEE data comprising 3 × 103 randomly chosen
hourly data points. Second, we repeat the parameter estimation using all available data points together. The
first yields the parameter statistics reported in columns 3–5 (from the left) of Table 1, while the results of the
second are shown in column 6. Column 3 shows that our parameter values clearly differ somewhat from
those reported by Mahadevan et al. (2008), but well within what is expected given that their analysis was
based on under 4 years of data, as compared to 16 years here. Column 5 offers a measure of parameter sen-
sitivity to input data, and thus of robustness of the optimized parameter values. The measure is the sample
standard deviation s of a given parameter calculated over the 100 randomized fits, expressed as percent of the
respective mean estimate m (calculated over the same 100 randomized fits), namely, 100s∕m. Most parame-
ters vary little and are clearly robust, but 𝛽 is an exception. Yet this too is reasonable given that 𝛽 is the only
additive parameter in the VPRM, thus shouldering a disproportionate portion of the burden of reproducing
the mean NEE, which varies considerably among data subsets due to the randomly varying proportions of
night and winter data in the total data subset being considered.

2.4. Deriving the Model Specific 𝝏NEE∕𝝏PAR Estimates of Section 5
In section 5, we derive estimates of 𝜕NEE∕𝜕PAR (NEE dependence on light availability) for both the ANN
model and the VPRM in deep winter (December–February), spring–early summer (mid-April–May), and
later summer (June–August), as follows. Because these seasonal partial derivatives depend strongly on tem-
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perature, we carry out their quantification on a temperature grid spanning [−7,31 ◦C] in 2 ◦C increments.
We treat each T grid value as the center of 3 ◦C wide T bins (e.g., the two successive bins centered at 1 and 3
◦C span [−0.5,2.5 ◦C] and [1.5,4.5 ◦C], respectively) whose slight overlap ensures more robust statistics and
added smoothness.

For each temperature bin at each of the above three considered seasons, we identify all observed hourly
data that fall within the season and temperature range. For observed tower NEE data, we devise 100 MC
𝜕NEE∕𝜕PAR|T′ ,s estimates at each grid value T′ and season s. Each is based on randomly choosing 90%
of the season/T bin data (typically comprising several thousand points), using the subset to solve NEEi =
𝜙1 +𝜙2PARi by least squares within the day and temperature ranges, and record the resultant 100 𝜙2 values.
Note that this is not really the sought partial derivative, but an estimate of it that fails to control for the impact
of other variables that jointly determine the observed NEE. Most importantly, because of the considerable
diurnal scale (T,PAR) covariance, systematic T differences among the model points may exist, and impact
NEE, which the above model is unable to resolve.

For the two models (aANN and the VPRM), we are able to eliminate this ambiguity. For each of these non-
linear NEE models, we use each of the 100 MC parameter sets described earlier in this section to simulate
the same observed season/T range specific NEE data subsets discussed above and use the median of those
100 simulated data sets as the modeled NEE for that model (aANN or VPRM). Importantly, the input into
the models comprise the actual individual hourly PAR values, but the season/T bin medians for all other
input variables. With this, the input vectors on which all simulated NEE values of a given season/T in com-
bination depend differ only in PAR values, with all other input variables being the same for all data points in
the combination. This results in two simulated NEE data subsets (one for each model) whose internal vari-
ability stems exclusively from PAR differences. We then use the same linear model and the same 90% based
randomization as above to fit 100 random subsets of these simulated NEE values to corresponding observed
PAR values and record the two resultant sets (one for aANN and one for VPRM) of 100 𝜙2 values per model
per T bin/season combination.

3. Results and Discussion
We answer the key question of this paper—whether a predictive NEE model can outperform the VPRM
skills—in section 3.2 below. Yet the answer can only be as definitive and persuasive as the ANN-based NEE
model from which it is derived. To build a model that incorporates the most skilled predictors while exclud-
ing spurious or minimally skillful ones, in the following section we test each of the potential ANN predictors
for its relevance to NEE forecasting.

3.1. Individual Predictor Skills
To test the utility of each of the eight potential predictors in the ANN, we use each individually to train and
cross validate a single-predictor tANN [an ANN(6,5,4) with one scalar input]. The performance criterion we
employ is the mean± standard deviation of cross-validated forecast R2 evaluated over 100 samples of 103 data
points each, randomly drawn from the validation half. This choice reflects our effort to avoid model overfit-
ting by relying only on cross-validated results. The likelihood of overfitting is further reduced by the above
time oblivious randomization protocol, which in general produces a temporally punctuated and discontin-
uous samples. This reduces contamination by spuriously high explanatory power due to strong subsynoptic
temporal autocorrelations most hourly resolution meteorological time series exhibit (Moffat et al., 2010).
Finally, parameter dependence on the application of specific numerical methods to specific samples is also
reduced by randomization of initial weights and biases.

These tests yield individual NEE predictive skills ranging from 0.44 ± 0.03 for PAR to 0.06 ± 0.01 for rSWIR
(leftmost black curve in Figure 1). All six skills are p ≪ 0.05 ignificantly above zero, despite the modest
NEE predictive skills of trailing reflectivities. Yet some or all of these less individually skillful predictors
may add nontrivial predictive power to that of more powerful predictors by governing subspaces of NEE
variability that are nearly orthogonal to the NEE variability subspaces the more powerful predictors govern.
For example, as shown below, rSWIR is in fact a valuable secondary predictor.

Note that the low predictive contributions of some reflectivities may assist future efforts to improve the
performance of the VPRM. For example, LSWI(rNIR,rSWIR) is a key element of Pscale and Wscale, which
represent phenology and water availability, respectively, and which jointly multiplicatively determine VPRM
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Figure 1. Cross-validated NEE predictive skill of various artificial neural network(6,5,4) models. We explore such
models with one predictor (Np = 1, leftmost black curve, with predictors identified numerically along the curve and by
name on the upper left), and Np = 2–7 (other color curves). For each Np value, we consider all possible predictor
combinations, and plot the sorted mean NEE predictive skill of each set ± standard deviations calculated for each
model over a set of 100 Monte Carlo realizations, each 103 data points long, drawn at random from the validation set
that was not used in the optimization. Models (predictor combinations) whose predictors are all members of VPRM's
six predictors are highlighted with square symbols. In both panels, dark gray shading around R2 ≈ 0.77 shows the
cross-validated R2 skill of the VPRM nonlinear regression estimated by the same randomization. In (a), light gray
shading shows the R2 range of panel (b), which highlights the NEE predictive skill ranges of the two most skillful
predictor combinations with three to seven predictors. Panel (b) asterisks indicate the significance of the R2 difference
from the left neighbor, with one to four asterisks denoting p < 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, and 0.001. NEE = net ecosystem
exchange; PAR = photosynthetically active radiation; NIR = near infrared; SWIR = shortwave infrared.

GPP. Given the above limited contributions of rSWIR, future model development efforts may wish to explore
alternatives to Pscale and Wscale that better resolve early spring C uptake burst following leaf budding and
water stress, perhaps using rNIR or previously unutilized bands directly rather than the compound LSWI,
or by further developing methods that incorporate remotely sensed solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence
measurements (Commane et al., 2017).

3.2. Performance Comparison Between the VPRM and ANN-Based Models
So can alternative NEE models with predictive skills superior to those of VPRM be devised? Figure 1 answers
this question affirmatively for the HF site, and possibly more generally for the mixed forest ecosystems it
represents. It shows that NEE predictive skill of ANN models with various predictor combinations, including
combinations with fewer predictors than the VPRM's 6, exceed the VPRM skill (whose range is shown in
dark gray shading). This point is made most clearly by Figure 1b, which presents the two most skillful models
for each given value of the number of predictions Np. These results are shown for five values of the number
of predictions, Np = 3–7, and we note that all 10 top models shown outperform the VPRM's skill (shown by
the gray band). In fact, of all possible predictor combinations, a full third of the ANN-based alternatives to
the VPRM outperform the VPRM. This demonstrates the outstanding robustness of the high prediction skill
of ANN models.

The normalized NEE prediction errors presented in Figure 2 amount to nontrivial errors in estimating
C sequestration. A useful reference is the mean NEE (annual net CO2-C uptake) at HF, estimated to be
roughly 1.5–3 metric ton (mt) C/ha/year by Goulden et al. (1996b) and broadened by the more recent and
comprehensive analysis of Urbanski et al. (2007) to 1.0–4.7 with an average of 2.5 mt C/ha/year. Relative
to this mean NEE, the shown VPRM error is 62% of this annual uptake, while the six shown ANN errors
span 57–59%. In absolute terms, the differences in dimensional errors fall inside 75–115 kg C/ha/year with
an approximate mean of 100 kg C/ha/year. If narrowly applied to the areal extent of only the northeastern
mixed forest (Olson et al., 2001; roughly 9 million ha), this reduced error amounts to lowering the estima-
tion error of this biome's annual C sequestration by approximately 9 × 105 mt C, which is equivalent to
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Figure 2. Spread of net ecosystem exchange prediction error by the VPRM
(leftmost, blue) and the six top performing ANNs shown in Figure 1b.
Colored boxes and whiskers show the central 50% and 70% of the Monte
Carlo distributions, with white diamonds presenting medians. As a
yardstick, the gray horizontal lines show the median VPRM error minus
{0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125} kg C (ha × year)−1. VPRM = Vegetation
Photosynthesis and Respiration Model; ANN = artificial neural network;
RMS = root-mean-square.

the annual emissions of approximately 5.5 million Americans (EPA,
2018). Note that because the VPRM is designed as a prior generating tool
for inverse analyses, not a predictive model of scalar NEE time series per
se, its somewhat larger error may be unique and not generalizable to other
process-based models.

Returning briefly to the Np = 1 results introduced earlier, the leftmost
(black) curve in Figure 1a shows that PAR and T, which are dispro-
portionately important to determining photosynthetic rates and are thus
expected to powerfully control any reasonable NEE model, are indeed the
first and second most skillful predictors. PAR also enters as a predictor
in each of the Np > 1 VPRM-outperforming ANNs. Yet it is followed not
by T, but by rNIR and Tsoil, which are featured in two thirds of all out-
performing models, with rSWIR and pca the least ubiquitous predictors
among ANN models outperforming VPRM. The secondary utility of T as
an hourly NEE predictor, and its inferiority to Tsoil despite their respec-
tive individual NEE predictive skills (cross-validated R2) of 0.28 and 0.19,
is less expected and potentially useful for future efforts to enhance the
VPRM. One possible explanation of this peculiarity is that the representa-
tion of ecosystem respiration in the VPRM (equation (1)) is too simplistic.
It is also possible that the above general functional representation is ade-
quate, but would have better predicted NEE if its input temperature were
the more directly pertinent to respiration rate Tsoil, not T. While this
possibility is currently of limited practical applicability for regional scale
modeling regardless of merit because Tsoil data coverage is at the moment
poor, this may well be gradually rectified by expanding availability and
coverage of remotely sensed observations (e.g., Holgate et al., 2016; Jin
et al., 2018). A third possibility is that with PAR and T partly marching to
the same seasonal and diurnal drums, the information T holds is largely
contained within (redundant with) the PAR data. While physically plau-

sible, these speculations must first be carefully tested, which we hope future efforts to improve the VPRM
will take on. Regardless of which of the above scenarios holds under future scrutiny, the ubiquity of Tsoil in
VPRM-outperforming ANN-based models highlights again the general modularity advantage of the ANN
modeling framework. With predictors effortlessly added or removed based on selecting and integrating
into the ANN model those best representative of a particular ecosystem, model improvements are easier to
achieve.

Of the 84 ANN-based VPRM-outperforming models, 14 (17%, highlighted by square symbols in Figure 1a)
employ only VPRM predictors. For Np = 3–6, there are 2, 7, 4, and 1 such models, amounting to 10%, 47%,
67%, and 100% of the respective number of possible combinations out of the VPRM's 6. The improvements
over the VPRM performance the ANN formalism offers are thus not a simple artifact of the additional pre-
dictors. Rather, they partly reflect the inherent advantage of the ANN modeling framework over the VPRM.
At the same time, Figure 1b warns of the rising risks of overfitting and information saturation that typically
accompany the exhaustive undiscriminating search for skill among numerous combinations. It shows that
while NEE predictive skills rise in concert with Np over Np = 3–6 (the differences among like-Np skill pairs
are all minimally significant or insignificant), adding a seventh predictor adds no significant skill.

3.3. Seasonal Dependence and a Mechanistic Interpretation
The results Figure 1 reports have two key limitations. The first is the often cited failure of ANNs to explain
mechanistically their predictive skills (Wilby et al., 2002). Second, Figure 1 does not resolve seasonal depen-
dence of the inherently time dependent forest C uptake (Funk & Brown, 2006; Running et al., 2004).
Addressing both limitations, we exploit the significant NEE dependence on PAR and T to obtain explicitly
seasonally dependent results that offer some indirect mechanistic insights. Figure 3 presents NEE as a func-
tion of these two observed predictors for (from the top row down) five time ranges during the year: (1) 27
November to 1 March; (2) 2 March to 10 May; (3) 11 May to 23 August; (4) 24 August to 17 October; and
(5) 18 October to 26 November. These time brackets differ somewhat from the eight Urbanski et al. (2007)
use because they balance the quest for roughly uniform seasonal data coverage with the need to adequately
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Figure 3. Comparison of NEE dependence on air temperature and PAR over different parts of the seasonal cycle
(panels (a)–(c) of each row, all sharing the shown NEE color scale). Panels (a) show this dependence for the
ANN(6,5,4) using VPRM's six predictors. NEE calculated by VPRM is shown in panels (b), followed in panels (c) by the
same for observed data in (T,PAR) bins populated with observations. The parts of the plane spanned by these
populated bins are shown in panels (a)–(c) by a black contour. The parameters of both models are optimized once
(globally over all available data spanning the full year), and their inputs are (T,PAR) pairs on the shown uniform grids,
combined with seasonal mean rBLUE, rNIR, rRED, and rSWIR values. Panels (d) present mean square errors over all
populated bins within the day ranges normalized by the corresponding NEE observations, with the fANN and the
VPRM in red and blue. The smaller errors as percentage of the larger ones are indicated (e.g., for the top, deep winter
row, the fANN global error is 49% of the VPRM's). PAR = photosynthetically active radiation; ANN = artificial neural
network; NEE = net ecosystem exchange; VPRM = Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model.
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resolve the phenological seasonal cycle for the data set analyzed here. Results are shown in panels (a)–(c)
of each row for our fANN model using VPRM's six predictors, for the VPRM itself, and as a scatter plot of
observed NEE values.

Panels (d) of each row in Figure 3 show the fit errors for ANN and VPRM, demonstrating that the
novel ANN-based NEE model outperforms the VPRM at all “seasons.” Rows 1, 2, and 5 (covering
mid-October–mid-May) show that—like in the results of Urbanski et al. (2007)—both models perform least
skillfully in late fall, winter, and early spring. The (T,PAR) panels in these rows clearly reveal that these
errors stem from the tendency of both models, but more so of the VPRM, to overestimate C uptake (i.e., to
produce unrealistically strongly negative NEE estimates) when T > 2–3 ◦C and PAR fluxes are ample. This
model generated small but firmly negative NEEs in the upper-right quadrants contrast with the correspond-
ing observed data (panels c1,2,5) showing a featureless NEE ≿ 0 field with no systematic left–right NEE
changes. In the real forest, R > −GPP thus holds in this timespan despite the adequate PAR, because the
deciduous part of the local forest lacks photosynthetically active leaves with which to exploit this PAR abun-
dance (consistent with Urbanski et al., 2007, their Figure 15). Winter errors are thus largest under warmer
daytime conditions, are weakly PAR dependent, and are mostly T dependent. We return to these winter
error patterns momentarily.

During the active growing season (summer and early fall; rows 3–4 of Figure 3), when NEE varies mostly
in response to variability in PAR dependent GPP, both models perform better, but the ANN improvement
is considerably larger. Here too, errors mostly reflect overly negative NEE estimates in high-T, high-PAR
bins due to either R underestimation or GPP overestimation. The VPRM errors thus combine underesti-
mating R and overestimating GPP, and stem from the treatment of NEE's dependence on T, PAR, and their
covariability with each other and with other input variables.

The above results answer our main question here, whether ANN-based models can outperform the VPRM
in NEE forecasting. Indeed they can, and their predictive skills can, probably further improve (e.g., our
reported skills are well below the R2 ≈ 0.93 Moffat et al., 2010, report for an ANN with 14 predictors).

4. Preliminary Analysis of the VPRM Errors
Since the VPRM's skill can in all likelihood similarly improve, one of our objectives in this paper is to engage
the VPRM community in a dialog focused on improving NEE predictions. To that end, and to gain further
insights into potential model developments that may enhance the VPRM's skill, in Figure 4 we analyze the
VPRM's T dependence over a one-dimensional temperature grid, Tg, that samples uniformly the central
95% of the observed seasonal temperature ranges. Respiration R is explicitly T dependent and is straight-
forwardly calculated in 𝜇mol CO2·m−2·s−1 using equation (1) (with 𝛼, Tlow, and 𝛽 calculated as described
in section 2). Also explicitly T dependent in VPRM is Tscale (equation (3)). Its impacts on NEE predictions
are trickier to analyze because Tscale determines predicted NEE only after multiplication by the remaining
terms in the compound expression for GPP (i.e., by PscaleWscaleEVI PARf ; equation (2)). We overcome this
by transforming Tscale into two VPRM-based NEE estimates, denoted VPRM1,2. In VPRM1, we multiply the
unique −𝜆Tscale(Tg) function characterizing a given seasonal/PAR regime combination (a specific panel in
Figure 4) by the overall seasonal median of PscaleWscaleEVI PARf (where “overall” means “evaluated irre-
spective of temperature” or “not binned according to Tg”). Conversely, in VPRM2, we bin all GPP terms by
temperature, with a unique and in general distinct PscaleWscaleEVI PARf median for each value of the Tg grid.

These transforms convert the dimensionless, arbitrary magnitude Tscale into the same physical units as R
(𝜇mol CO2·m−2·s−1) and endow its magnitude with physical meaning that permits mechanistic interpreta-
tion. They differ in whether temperature covariabilities are permitted to impact the VPRM NEE estimates.
In VPRM1, only the two explicitly T dependent terms affect NEE dependence on Tg, with GPP = Tscale×
the seasonal all T median of all GPP terms other than Tscale, a single scalar that thus leaves the ana-
lytic Tscale shape unaltered. In VPRM2, conversely, the T covariabilities of all predictors modify predicted
NEE. We analyze VPRM1,2 in Figure 4, which condenses Figure 3's five seasons into two, defined by bare
(mid-October to mid-May) and leafed (mid-May to mid-October) canopy state (top and bottom panels in
Figure 4, respectively), comprising 25.0 and 19.8 thousand hourly observations, respectively.

During midday, when PAR is abundant (Figures 4a and 4c), the VPRM general functional form is reason-
ably but imperfectly consistent with observed NEE T dependence. In winter (Figure 4a) this consistency
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Figure 4. Dependence of NEE estimates on temperature and other environmental variables for winter (a–b) and
summer (c–d), distinguishing low (a, c) and high (b, d) PAR conditions. Curves represent the medians over 100 Monte
Carlo realizations and available hourly observations. Observed seasonal NEE Medians and thirtieth to seventieth
percentiles are shown in green. Black presents median NEE estimates by the fANN. VPRM1,2-based predicted NEE
(explained in section 4) are shown in blue and yellow. Root-mean-square errors are given by the corresponding color
bars (with arbitrary vertical location but heights conforming with the respective vertical axes). Note the distinct and
nonuniform temperature and NEE ranges of individual panels. NEE = net ecosystem exchange; PAR =
photosynthetically active radiation; VPRM = Vegetation Photosynthesis and Respiration Model; ANN = artificial
neural network.

steadily erodes, however, when T > Tlow by a functional mismatch between observations and Tscale, yield-
ing a sixfold higher error than the fANN's (compare the blue and black vertical bars). When T covariates also
guide NEE predictions (Figure 4a, yellow), the error decreases but is still fourfold larger than the fANN's.
Exhibiting the inherent limitation of its current analytic formulation, in high PAR summertimes (Figure 4c)
Tscale alone (blue) systematically overestimates GPP for T ≤ 20 ◦C, begins its decline with rising T prema-
turely, and strongly exaggerates this decline above 23 ◦C. During high PAR conditions in both summer and
winter (Figures 4a and 4c), considering T covariates (yellow) improves the estimated NEE somewhat (see
the lower yellow root-mean-square error bars). This is expected, because actual C exchanges—and thus the
NEE observations—are impacted by all environmental variables, not only temperature, and even though
Figure 4 explicitly addresses only temperature, considering both temperature and its covariates offers a back
door for other environmental variables to modify the NEE prediction beyond the effect of temperature alone.
Yet the NEE prediction error is still considerably higher than the error of the fANN-based estimate (see the
left-to-right declining errors the vertical color bars in Figures 4a and 4c show).
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Figure 5. (a) Summer median NEE observations at four narrow PAR ranges (where each curve uses all hourly summer
observations that fall within ±50 𝜇mol·m−2·s−1 of its stated central PAR value). (b) Median of summer WscalePscaleEVI
temperature dependence. (c) Tscale(Tg) evaluated on the same temperature grid Tg as panels (a) and (b). For easy
comparison, the full vertical range of panel (b) is shown in panel (c) as a thick black vertical bar at Tg = 6 ◦C. The Tg
value at which Tscale attains its maximum, approximately 23 ◦C, is indicated in all panels by vertical gray lines. NEE =
net ecosystem exchange; PAR = photosynthetically active radiation; EVI = enhanced vegetation index.

Figures 4b and 4d address times during which respiration dominates the NEE balance and GPP ≈ 0. While in
winter the fANN (Figure 4b, black curve) systematically overestimates R for all but the highest temperatures,
VPRM-based estimates exhibit functional T dependence that is entirely at odds with observations. NEE
observations and fANN-based NEE predictions (Figure 4b green and black) both rise quasi-exponentially,
albeit with an offset and somewhat distinct e-foldings. Yet the two straight line segments the VPRM pre-
dicted NEE constitutes (yellow and blue) track this functional form quite poorly, yielding roughly double
the error of the fANN prediction (colored vertical bars). Similarly, while the fANN captures—however
imperfectly—the observed NEE rise over T ≤ 21 ◦C and its rapid decline over T ≥ 22 ◦C in summer
(Figure 4d), the VPRM's overly positive uniform 𝜕 ̂NEE∕𝜕T below ≈ 21 ◦C rises too high for the correctly
reproduced subsequent decline to have an appreciable impact, again accruing roughly twice the error the
fANN does. These errors suggest that neither the T = max(T,Tlow) switch nor the general uniform R ∝ 𝛽T
form serve the VPRM well.

It is tempting to attribute the systematic errors of the blue curves in Figures 4a and 4c to spurious variability
of Topt, the only tunable parameter in the Tscale formulation, due to the parameter redundancy and resultant
numerical instability Mahadevan et al. (2008) warn about. Yet this possibility is readily ruled out. First, when
the optimization for the VPRM parameters is carried out seasonally rather than globally, the winter and
summer Topt values differ by < 0.2 K (<1%, and clearly far too small to materially improve the agreement
between Figure 4's blue curves and observations). Second, row 2 of Table 1 shows that the mean Topt over
all MC realizations is essentially the same as that based on the full data (columns 3 and 6 from the left,
respectively), and not dramatically different from the Mahadevan et al. (2008) value (column 2). Third, Topt
proves very stable over the 100 MC realizations, with a standard deviation that is only<1% of the mean value
(Table 1 column 5, second row).

Figure 4 makes clear that both explicitly T dependent terms in the VPRM—R(T) and Tscale(T)—inadequately
capture the temperature dependence of their intended targets, respiration and GPP. Thus, while logi-
cally compelling, the explicit T dependence of the VPRM does not represent that of the actual forest
particularly well.

While Mahadevan et al. (2008) recognized this, they assumed (their section 4, and the three reduced models
therein) that representing GPP in the VPRM as the product of several functions, each logically representing
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of modeled (red and blue) and observed (green) NEE
to PAR changes at a range of air temperatures (horizontal axes) during
winter (a), spring (b), and summer (c). Modeled NEE values use all
available data points and 100 Monte Carlo based parameter sets, and may
thus also reflect some covariabilities of the various solar reflectivities with
T, PAR, or both. For each season, we consider the shown temperature grid
(T = −7, −5 … 27, 29 ◦C). We then use all seasonal PAR data that fall
within each of the considered 3 ◦C wide T bins (from [−8.5,−5.5 ◦C] to
[27.5,30.5 ◦C]) to derive a linear NEE model of the form
NEEi = 𝜙1 + 𝜙2PARi, and present the mean and Monte Carlo-derived
range of the 𝜙2 values thus obtained. The RMSD values are the RMSD
between either one of the models and the tower data. NEE = net ecosystem
exchange; PAR = photosynthetically active radiation; ANN = artificial
neural network; RMSD = root-mean-square difference; DJF =
December-January-February; JJA = June-July-August.

a different productivity limiting process, will overcome the
simplification-motivated imperfections of each individual representa-
tion. Yet Figure 4 shows that this compensatory mechanism only works
up to a point.

A simple demonstration of the mechanism by which this compen-
satory mechanism falls short of correcting the considerable mismatch
between the analytic form of Tscale and NEE observations' T dependence
is addressed in Figure 5. To ease interpretation, we address summer only
and isolate the effect of PAR by distinguishing four narrow PAR ranges
(the four colors, ±50 𝜇mol·m−2·s−1 of the stated central PAR values).
Figure 5a presents observed NEE(T) for each of these PAR ranges. It
makes clear that the heat stress induced GPP reduction at T ≥ 23 ◦C the
shape of Tscale dictates (Figure 5c) only occurs during very high PARs
characteristic of local solar noon (the occurrence times of the data yield-
ing Figure 5a's cyan curve are centered on 11:30 a.m.). If the sought com-
pensation were to occur, it can only arise from increasing WscalePscaleEVI
over T ≥ 23 ◦C preventing predicted VPRM GPP from declining in con-
cert with declining Tscale. Yet Figure 5b shows that by 23 ◦C, the rapid
increase of this product has slowed considerably, falling well short of
what is needed to undo the Tscale controlled declining GPP. For exam-
ple, from its maximum at T = 23 ◦C, Tscale declines to 0.94 and 0.91 at
28 and 29 ◦C while WscalePscaleEVI rises from 0.325 to 0.335 and 0.340,
a 3–4% increase that falls well short of what is necessary to undo the
6–9% decrease in Tscale. The erroneous GPP decline dictated by Tscale
(Figure 5c), thus remains unopposed, at odds with observation at most
PAR values save the highest. It is possible that this product's failure to
undo Tscale-governed predicted GPP decreases stems from the relatively
low sampling frequency of the MODIS data. Yet for the foreseeable future
no higher frequency solar reflectivity data are in the offing, a limitation
future VPRM-based models must negotiate.

5. NEE Dependence on Hourly Observed Variables
The preceding discussion highlights the potential challenge posed by
blending remotely sensed variables observed at coarse temporal resolu-
tion with hourly flux tower observations. This challenge, and the fact that
NEE is principally affected by PAR and temperature (Figure 1a), naturally
leads to the question of the dependence of observed or modeled NEE on
these two most impactful and finely observed variables. We examine this
question by estimating 𝜕NEE∕𝜕PAR during three key seasons as a func-
tion of air temperature, using the methods described in section 2.4. These
results are presented in Figure 6, with curves and whiskers presenting
medians and the full range of the 100 realizations MC populations.

In winter (Figure 6a) during below freezing temperatures, observed NEE rises with increasing PAR (the
green 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR curve is positive below 0 ◦C). Since more positive NEE means enhanced respiration,
which is unrelated directly to PAR, this result likely reflects the high (T,PAR) covariance, which means that
here increasing PAR is a proxy for rising T, with both reaching their diurnal maxima at roughly the same
time of day and the latter accelerating respiration. The aANN PAR dependence (red curve) seems to capture
this, albeit with a diminutive amplitude. The VPRM (blue) cannot reproduce this observation because at this
temperature range neither R nor GPP can change. For R, this is so because its rate rises with max(T,Tlow),
which throughout this range is reduced to the invariant Tlow. For GPP, it is so because it is made zero by the
numerator max(T,Tmin) − Tmin term in Tscale (equation (3)), which here reduces to Tmin − Tmin and thus
vanishes throughout this T range.
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Above 2–3 ◦C in winter, both the data and aANN (green and red in Figure 6a, respectively) show that the
higher winter temperatures rise, the more robustly NEE becomes more negative (i.e., GPP rises) with added
PAR. This negative 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR above freezing indicates that evergreen conifer GPP is rising faster than
whole ecosystem R in response to added PAR. For the data, which is affected in unknown proportions by
both T and PAR, this can only hold if (T,PAR) covariance is weak in winter, or else T would be higher
for higher PAR, increasing R faster. Indeed, in the northeast, some of the coldest days are characterized by
anomalously strong surface radiative cooling due to subsidence-induced cloudless sky and intense midday
solar radiation accompanying equatorward retreat of the jet and the subpolar air to its north. While the
VPRM (blue in Figure 6a) also exhibits the same behavior, its response is strongly exaggerated. Over the full
T range, the above yield a root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between the 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR curves of the data
and the aANN—0.5 mmol/mol—that is only 15% of the 3.4 separating the data and the VPRM curves.

In spring (Figure 6b), leaves of the spatially more dominant deciduous part of the forest have already at
least partially emerged, and consequently NEE becomes more negative (GPP rises) with added PAR at all
temperatures (i.e., 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR < 0 throughout the considered temperature range). The data and aANN
curves (green and red in Figure 6b) are very close, with their RMSD of 1 mmol/mol being ⪅17% of the −6
mmol/mol mean of the data curve. Yet their differences are clearly structured, with the aANN underesti-
mating NEE light response at all considered temperatures. To a reasonable degree, this systematic difference
can be taken as the amplitude of the contribution of (T,PAR) covariance to NEE variability. That is, because
of the way we constructed the green and red curves, we can take the green curve to approximately repre-
sent NEE growing negativity with concurrently increasing T and PAR, and the red curve to represent NEE
growing negativity with increasing PAR alone, without the effect of higher temperatures that characteristi-
cally accompany higher PAR values. With this interpretation, 83% of the effect is due to PAR alone, with the
remaining 17% attributable to (T,PAR) covariance.

Throughout the winter and spring (Figures 6a and 6b), the increased NEE negativity with increasing PAR
itself increases with temperature [i.e., 𝛿(𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR)∕𝛿T < 0, as the left to right decreases of the curves in
Figures 6a and 6b indicate]. In part, this likely reflects the unique challenges of early season photosynthesis,
with C uptake on some cold spring days (represented by the curves' left, low T ends) inhibited by temper-
atures too low for the leaves to fully exploit increasing PAR (Hadley & Schedlbauer, 2002; Korner, 2015).
Additionally, since green deciduous canopy is mostly absent or minimal during the time span of Figures 6a
and 6b (Toomey et al., 2015), the green curves of these panels primarily represent hemlocks, which exist in
the understory throughout the stand as scattered patches of mature trees. The influence of these conifers,
which remain photosynthetically active as long as the daily low temperature remains above freezing (Hadley
& Schedlbauer, 2002), is evident in the observed light response (green curves) shown in Figures 6a and 6b
and is captured adequately or better by the aANN (red curves). Finally, 𝛿(𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR)∕𝛿T < 0 may also
arise from the inability of the 8-day MODIS aggregates to resolve the daily progression of leaf photosynthetic
capacity characteristic of this transitional period. Either way, here again while the VPRM exhibits roughly
the general functional form, its ability to reproduce the temperature dependence of the actual forest NEE
light response (the green 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR data curves in Figures 6a and 6b) is quite limited, resulting in over
threefold larger RMSD.

In the heart of summer (June-July-August, Figure 6c), with ample PAR availability and temperatures
that are at least high enough for full pace photosynthesis but often too high, the situation reverses [i.e.,
𝛿(𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR)∕𝛿T > 0, as the left to right increases of Figure 6c's curves indicate]. To be sure, 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR
is still negative throughout, which means that all else being equal, more PAR still means more vigorous C
uptake by the forest. Yet as the temperature rises, the additional C uptake that an increment of added PAR
yields gets smaller [which likely blends genuine T inhibition with (PAR,T) covariance, with higher T and
PAR values more likely to occur simultaneously and with reduced impact of added PAR when PAR is already
ample]. The aANN is able to reproduce this behavior quite well, accruing an RMSD of 1 mmol/mol for a
mean 𝛿NEE∕𝛿PAR of −19 mmol/mol. The VPRM again falls well short of this performance, with an RMSD
almost fourfold larger than that of the aANN.
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6. Conclusions
Motivated by the potentially large C uptake by midlatitude deciduous forests, and the prominence of the
VPRM (Mahadevan et al., 2008) for scaling this uptake to biome-relevant scales, we set out to explore the
possibility of improving uptake estimates using machine learning tools, specifically using ANNs.

We devised, trained, and tested multiple ANN-based models of C uptake, using the extensive HF NEE record
as a testbed. Many of these ANN-based models outperform the VPRM itself. Most tellingly, the ANN model
which incorporates the same six input variables the VPRM uses outperforms it due to inadequacies of both
temperature dependent terms in the VPRM (representing soil respiration and photosynthetic uptake). Of the
28 possible 6-predictor ANN models, the cross-validated R2 NEE predictive skills of 21, or 75%, exceed the
VPRM's≈0.77, and 11 satisfy R2 > 0.8. The flexibility of ANNs also permits identifying the most impactful of
the explanatory variables used as VPRM inputs and testing two additional inputs based on soil temperature
and precipitation, leading to further improvements. Since the VPRM offers valuable specific mechanistic
insights its ANN alternative does not, its improvement is necessary, and the work reported here offers spe-
cific guidance for such needed improvements that stand to broaden the use of the versatile VPRM beyond
just an inverse analysis prior generator. More broadly, the results presented here suggest a large and currently
minimally tapped potential for ANN-based models in the analysis of biosphere-atmospheric interactions.
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